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Abstract. On March 25th 2019, the Belle II detector recorded the first collisions

delivered by the SuperKEKB accelerator. This marked the beginning of the
physics run with vertex detector.
The vertex detector was aligned initially with cosmic ray tracks without magnetic field simultaneously with the drift chamber. The alignment method is
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based on Millepede II and the General Broken Lines track model and includes
also the muon system or primary vertex position alignment. To control weak
modes, we employ sensitive validation tools and various track samples can be
used as alignment input, from straight cosmic tracks to mass-constrained decays.
With increasing luminosity and experience, the alignment is approaching the
target performance, crucial for the first physics analyses in the era of Super-BFactories. We will present the software framework for the detector calibration
and alignment, the results from the first physics run and the prospects in view
of the experience with the first data.

1 Introduction
The Belle II detector at the SuperKEKB e+ e− accelerator (KEK, Tsukuba, Japan) [1] recorded
its first collision data in the full configuration 1 on March 25th 2019. It accumulated about
6.5 fb−1 in the Spring run and in total about 10.57 fb−1 in 2019. Despite this being only
a small fraction of the planned dataset of 50 ab−1 at the Υ(4S ) resonance center-of-mass
energy, it allows to study and optimize the performance of the detector and its operation in
preparation for the record-breaking luminosity of the new generation of Super-B-Factory.
To ensure high performance, the detector has to be properly aligned and calibrated. Good
alignment is of utmost importance namely for precision measurements of time-dependent
CP violation – silicon sensors must be aligned significantly better than 10 µm to prevent
degradation of resolution. Reaching this goal involves not only alignment of the primary
interaction region (IR) position and internal alignment of the vertex detector (VXD), but also
relative alignment of the vertex detector with respect to the rest of the tracking system - the
central drift chamber (CDC), as well as internal alignment of CDC itself. To reduce possible
systematic effects, a single alignment procedure is in place for IR, VXD and CDC, which
involves simultaneous internal and relative alignment of all the components. In addition,
alignment of the KL and muon system (KLM) is integrated in the common procedure and
several calibrations related to the CDC are considered or under development to be included
as well.
Determination of many thousand of alignment parameters, which we briefly describe,
is a considerable computing task, which we show to be achievable with common software
tools/libraries and reasonable resources. Finally, results primarily from a reduced problem
applied to the first cosmic and collision data are used to demonstrate the performance of the
method.

2 The Belle II detector and its alignment parameters
The Belle II detector is a general purpose forward/backward asymmetric detector operating
in 1.5 T solenoid magnetic field. The vertex detector is composed of two innermost layers
of DEPFET pixel sensors (PXD) [2] and four layers of double-sided strip sensors (SVD) [3].
The sensors are organized in half-shells and ladders, which is reflected in the alignment hierarchy, see Fig. 1. The momentum of the particles is measured by the central drift chamber
(CDC), surrounded by particle identification detectors and electromagnetic calorimeter. Outside of the solenoid is the KL and muon system (KLM) divided into barrel and two end-caps.
1 The pixel detector differs from designed configuration - only first layer and four sensors from second layer are
installed, because not all sensors were available at the time of the installation. A replacement of the pixel detector is
foreseen in coming years, completing the second layer as originally designed.
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Figure 1: Cross-section of the Belle II detector with its sub-detector systems. Pixel (PXD)
and strip (SVD) detectors are shown separately. Main new and/or upgraded features of each
sub-detector are highlighted in the captions.

Table 1: The sub-detectors of the Belle II detector, their alignable elements and corresponding alignment parameters which are integrated in the common alignment procedure.
sub-detector
IR
VXD
(PXD + SVD)

CDC
KLM

alignable elements
primary vertex position
20 (PXD) + 187 (SVD) sensors
10 (PXD) + 45 (SVD) ladders
4 half-shells
56 layers
14,336 wires
120 modules (barrel)
104 segments (end-caps)

alignment parameters
x, y, z
u, v, w, α, β, γ
P20 , P21 , P22
P30 , P31 , P32 , P33
u, v, w, α, β, γ
x, y, z, α, β, γ
x, y, φ, dx, dy, dφ
x B , y B , xF , yF
u, v, γ (+ w, α, β)
u, v, γ

P

parameters
3
120 + 1,122
60 + 561
80 + 748
60 + 270
24
336
57,344
360 (+ 360)
312

The alignable elements and related alignment parameters of the sub-detectors discussed in
this contribution are summarized in Table 12 .
The alignable elements of VXD - sensors, ladders and half-shells, as well as KLM modules and segments are treated as rigid bodies with up to six alignment parameters (u, v, w, α,
β, γ) - three shifts in their local coordinate system and three rotations around the respective
local axes. For KLM modules, only three of the six available rigid body parameters are currently used for alignment. For VXD half-shells and the position of the primary interaction
vertex, instead of (u, v, w) we denote the parameters as (x, y, z) to emphasize that these parameters correspond to the actual global coordinates of the detector (z coordinate along the
beam axis).
2 Note that the values are referring to the maximal number of parameters exercised in MC simulations - in reality
not all sensors are installed for PXD (10 instead of 20) and not all CDC wires are operational (also one layer is
disabled)
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In addition, to account for sensor deformations, the surface of the VXD sensors is
parametrized using Legendre polynomials with parameters Pni denoting the amplitudes of
the n-th order contributions.
The CDC is organized in 56 layers with six alignment parameters - two shifts and a
rotation in R−φ plane common to both end-plates (x, y, φ) and two relative shifts and rotation
at the forward end-plate with respect to the backward end-plate (dx, dy, dφ). The wires are
aligned relative to the layers using two offsets at the backward end-plate (xB , yB ) and the
forward end-plate (xF , yF ).
In total there are over 60 thousand parameters to be determined. However, the alignment
of CDC wires is not subject to a regular alignment setup, due to a limited amount of available
cosmic ray tracks collected with the magnets switched off. Therefore values determined in
earlier data taking periods are currently used for CDC wires and the regular alignment setup
determines about three thousand parameters.

3 Alignment and calibration software at Belle II
There are significant efforts at Belle II to automate the determination of the calibration constants as much as possible. For that purpose, a common calibration and alignment framework
(CAF) [4] is developed, which is part of the Belle II simulation and analysis framework
(basf2) [6]. The individual calibrations are separated into collector modules, aggregating the
data collection from reconstructed events; and algorithms, that determine the actual calibration constants including the alignment parameters. These components are written in C++,
while the configurations and workflow management are steered using Python scripts and
high-level tools for task automation, providing a convenient user interface. The automated
calibration is executed at KEKCC (KEK Computing Center) using Apache Airflow which executes expert-defined scripts with configured calibrations in a fixed software release (various
Atlassian platform collaborative tools and git version control system supported by DESY IT
infrastructure are used by the Belle II Collaboration), handling also upload of the calibration
constants in form of payloads and corresponding intervals of validity to a conditions database
[5] used across basf2 for retrieval of various, possibly time-dependent, parameters organized
in so called global tags.
The alignment procedure is integrated in CAF and largely profits from standard tools of
basf2, using the same methods as standard Belle II reconstruction [7], from extrapolation in
inhomogeneous magnetic field to track fitting and vertexing. For track fitting, the GENFIT
toolkit [8] is used, which allows for generic treatment of various measurement types, extrapolation in detector material and integration of different track fitting methods. We integrated
the General Broken Lines track refit (GBL) [9] into GENFIT, which allows proper treatment
of multiple scattering effects in the track fit and is suitable for use with the Millepede II [10]
solver.
The alignment constants are determined by minimization of track-to-hit residuals by
Millepede II algorithm, which efficiently solves the linearized χ2 minimization problem by
simultaneous fit to all alignment and track parameters, taking into account correlations among
the measurements and thus reducing possible systematic effects (weak modes). The collector module allows various track samples to be used as alignment input: from cosmic rays
(with or without magnetic field) or collision and beam background tracks, to vertex- and
beam-constrained decays or two-body decays with an invariant mass constraint.
Samples containing variety of track topologies are required for the alignment procedure.
Already the basic combination of cosmic rays (in magnetic field) and collision track yields
sufficiently good results (without wire alignment) and the resulting residual misalignment is
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mainly related to deformation of CDC leading to slight global offsets of detector origin (at
several micrometer level, worse in z direction, where CDC resolution is poor).
Varying the combination of several MC data samples (including also cosmic rays without
magnetic field or currently very statistically limited mass constrained J/Ψ → µ+ µ− ), as well
as attaching weights (for example to compensate for low statistics of J/Ψ → µ+ µ− ), was
studied on simulations. It is generally confirmed that adding more topologies and constraints
reduces residual misalignment. However, for example the above mentioned z bias in global
offset is not reduced (in fact seems to grow by several µm by addition of e+ e− → µ+ µ− ).
For the standard configuration (without wire alignment), no further data samples seem to be
needed for an alignment which has negligible impact on physics performance. Studies on
physics analyses using the residual misalignment from simulations are ongoing, but at the
current integrated luminosity, many effects are not yet expected to be observable.
The potential of the additional samples is mainly seen in CDC wire alignment, where
some constraints could be removed. For example, the radius of each CDC layer is currently
fixed to nominal value. A radial expansion of CDC would result in a change of momenta
of all particles. This degree of freedom can only be constrained by introducing an absolute
mass scale – by adding mass-constrained decays with known invariant mass as an external
measurement. Regarding the vertex- and beam-constrained e+ e− → µ+ µ− , this sample seems
essential for a good wire alignment, in addition to the basic samples mentioned above, and
should be included in the standard procedure preferably (after additional studies).
Also the simultaneous determination of alignment constants of various sub-detectors is
preferred, which would otherwise need to be treated by iterating among internal and relative
alignments of the sub-detectors, making the estimation of possible systematic errors difficult
and the procedure computationally expensive. This is exercised to various degree using simulations, with promising results. However further developments are needed, especially to run
KLM alignment together with VXD and CDC and to handle time-dependence of IP position
in data properly (to use IP-constrained di-muons). On the other hand, simultaneous alignment
of CDC layers and VXD sensors with cosmic ray tracks recorded during operation combined
with tracks from collision and beam background events is well understood and performed
regularly.
The computing resources needed for regular alignment (in so called prompt calibration
- spanning about two weeks of data-taking) of about three thousand parameters are completely dominated by the data collection, which is parallelized on a computing cluster and
with about 500 jobs, a full reconstruction of ∼1 M cosmic ray and ∼0.5 M tracks from collisions takes about one hour. Typically two or three iterations with full reconstruction using
updated constants are performed – until the parameter corrections are on average compatible
with statistical errors. For this small problem (no wire alignment), we utilize the diagonalization method in Millepede II, taking only minutes to achieve the solution (and about 3 GB of
memory). For the full configuration with alignment of wires, reaching 60 thousand parameters, a variant of generalized minimization of residuals is employed for solution. In this case,
the running time of Millepede II for single iteration is ∼1 h and the required memory (namely
to store the global matrix) is ∼19 GB.

4 First alignment and performance results
Initially, CDC layers and VXD were aligned using cosmic ray data without magnetic field in
2019. The quality of the VXD alignment was verified and checked for presence of systematic
deformations (radial expansion, bowing, telescope etc.) using the overlap residual method
[11]. This method uses hits on tracks which cross a silicon layer twice in the overlap region
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Figure 2: Overlap residual distributions from all VXD sensors in 2019 cosmic data before
fixing SVD sensor pitch (left) and after (right).

of the sensors. It is a powerful tool to detect systematic distortions and can often unambiguously distinguish among deformations like radial expansion or twist deformation of the vertex
detector. The disadvantage of this method is that rather large statistics needed because fewer
than 10% of tracks have an overlap hit doublet.
While standard track-to-hit residuals did not show any significant alignment issues with
the initial cosmic ray data in 2019, the overlap residual method was able to detect an effect
resembling radial expansion, when compared to MC simulation on misaligned detector - a
snowman structure visible in Fig. 2 (left). We identified the cause of the issue as a slightly
wrong pitch of the SVD sensors used in reconstruction3 , which was compensated by the
alignment procedure by changing the radii of the SVD layers. After fixing the sensors’ pitch,
subsequent validation did not show any visible systematic distortions with the cosmic ray
data.
With first collision data, the alignment was performed using cosmic ray tracks in magnetic field and single tracks from collision and beam background events. The use of vertex and beam constrained di-muon events is postponed to higher luminosities due to limited
amount of such events and the necessity to understand the time dependence of primary vertex
position. Also the cosmic ray tracks without magnetic field were not used, due to suspected
deformations induced when the solenoid magnet is excited. We shortly discuss how to deal
with such issues in Section 5.
The overlap residual validation was repeated for collision data and confirmed the absence
of significant systematic deformations of the vertex detector. We estimate any traditional
weak mode amplitude must be smaller than about 30 µm, otherwise it would be visible with
this method. According to simulation studies of the alignment, systematic deformations in
VXD should be suppressed to better than ∼ 5 µm. Additional validations were possible with
the collision data. As an example, we discuss here the evaluation of the transverse impact
parameter (d0 ) resolution of the detector using two-track events from Bhabha and di-muon
events.
To estimate the impact parameter resolution, a standard method is to compare the parameters of the two tracks with a common vertex at the point of closest approach to the origin
3 The wrong value was in an XML file used for geometry definition - this was unnoticed because instead of pitch,
the size of the active area and the number of strips were used as parameters in XML to calculate the pitch later. A
slightly imprecise number was used for the size of the active area, resulting in a different pitch of the sensors.
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Figure 3: Transverse impact parameter resolution vs. φ0 of a (positive) track, for di-muon
and Bhabha events collected in early 2019 data, estimated with the standard method (left)
and the method utilizing the very small luminous region size in the vertical direction (right).
The beam profile (dashed line, which corresponds to σi = 0 µm) and simulation (blue) is
using horizontal and vertical size σ x = 14.8 µm and σy = 1.5 µm, respectively, calculated
from machine parameters. Here σ68 denotes half of the symmetric range about the median
containing 68% of the distribution.

and plot their difference ∆d0 . Another method, taking advantage of the very small size of
luminous region in vertical direction of σy ∼ 1.5 µm (which will get even smaller in future),
allows an independent check. For nearly horizontal tracks, the variance of d0 gives almost a
direct estimate of the transverse impact parameter resolution. The dependence of the width of
d0 distribution on φq
0 , the angle of the track with respect to the vertical direction, is expected

to follow σ(d0 ) = σ2i + (σ x sin φ0 )2 + (σy cos φ0 )2 , where σi is the actual detector resolution in the transverse impact parameter, which can be obtained from a fit. The comparison
of these two methods is shown in Figure 3, including a comparison to the MC simulation. A
transverse impact parameter resolution of 14.1 ± 0.1 µm is obtained consistently with both
methods. The slight discrepancy to the simulation is seen consistently in both cases. This discrepancy is understood as an overly optimistic MC simulation for SVD sensors and is under
further investigation.

5 Summary and Plans
The detector calibration and alignment are essential for precision physics. We developed a
global alignment method using Millepede II for primary vertex position, pixel detector, strip
detector, drift chamber and muon system and integrated it with common tools and workflows. The method was successfully exercised with simulations and first experiment data
and subsequently validated with multiple methods. The status of the method presented in
this contribution constitutes only initial results and is will be substantially extended with the
coming data and increased luminosity of the accelerator.
The next steps will involve not only efforts in further automation of the procedure, but also
advances resulting from better understanding of the detector and the data. The main concern
is time dependence of the alignment constants. As an example, di-muon events with beam
and vertex constraint are known to substantially improve the precision of the method, but as
the primary vertex position is run dependent, it has to be aligned simultaneously with the
detector components. This requires enough di-muon events in each run for its determination.
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The method of global simultaneous alignment allows the time dependence to be considered, too. For limited amount of the alignment constants describing alignment of larger
structures (like VXD half-shells), more intervals of validity are considered, while for example sensor-by-sensor alignment is determined only once in the simultaneous fit. Similarly,
if the deformation due to magnetic field can be described well with the current parametrization on the level of larger structures, cosmic ray data without magnetic field can be included
in the alignment together with the collision data. This requires further studies and careful
validations, also on a run-by-run basis and is foreseen with increased amount of available
data.
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